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GORGEOUS GREYS
Grey alpacas have stamped their mark on the Australian Alpaca industry, and
captured the imagination of many alpaca breeders who strive to achieve in
their breeding programs that at times elusive grey fibre.
Just as there are many variations in grey alpacas, with rose, lavender, dark and silver
greys, some with spots or tuxedo patterning, and some on occasion even uniformly
grey all over; there are also a variety of opinions on how to breed grey alpacas, and
in research into the genetics behind what creates this fascinating coloured fibre.
We have brought together articles that discuss the many aspects of breeding
grey alpacas, as well as advertisements from many breeders of grey alpacas
across Australia’s for you to consider.
We hope you find this publication a helpful guide and a resource for sourcing
grey genetics, whether you are new to breeding grey alpacas or you are
already deep into the fascination with grey fibre.

Photos courtesy of Arcadian Alpacas
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The Breeding of

Grey Alpacas
By Elizabeth Paul March 2019

Introduction
There are two pigment colours, yellow and black. The
expression of both pigments across the animal is generally
called agouti, and this produces the grizzled grey shade
common to small wild animals such as rodents and
marsupials. In large domestic animals agouti results in a
more defined pattern, with the main body colour being
reddish brown, produced by more intense yellow pigment,
with black “points” IE muzzle, mane and tail, lower legs. This
pattern is called bay in horses, and most fawn and all brown
alpacas exhibit the same pattern. When analysing mating
data I combine both fawn and brown under the heading Bay.

There is another form of grey where the alpaca is born all
black, and starts to grey out on the body, but the head, neck
and legs remain quite black, even in an old animal. This form
is called black headed roan. It is not common, but where
present the greying effect often starts at the groin, and
spreads through the saddle. It is usually noticed by owners
after first shearing. Neither of these greying genes is quite
the same as grey in horses, where the foal is also born dark
and greys out, but the greying usually starts on the face and
spreads more evenly across the whole body, eventually
turning the whole horse more or less white at advanced age.
Grey Breeding Results

Grey In Alpacas
Grey and whitespotting genes are generally dominant alleles
which produce an effect on top of the base colour. The
appearance of grey fleece is not caused by a “grey” gene
producing grey pigment, but usually by a diluting gene which
alters the arrangement or amount of pigment within the
fibre. This allows more light to pass though the fibre thus
lightening the colour. Diluting genes are most effective on
dark pigment, since diluting yellow colour only results in a
lighter yellow.
There are at least two forms of grey in alpacas, the more
common of which is what I call classic grey, where the alpaca
is born with a grey coat and a white face, framed by a
“bonnet” of its base colour, and a white neck. The
appearance of the pigment granules in the “grey” fibre
shows that they are clumped together and shifted over to
one side of the fibre. This allows more light to pass through
the fibre which visually softens the base colour to greyish
tones.

In Table 1 I have compared the colour breakdown of Herd
Book 1, where all the alpacas were imported, with data from
the next 20 herd books concerning crias born and registered
here with 2 parents listed. While 15% of the original imports
were grey, only 6% of crias registered over the next 20 years
were grey.

TABLE 1

WHITE

BAY

BLACK

GREY

APPROX
TOTAL

HB 1

22%

50%

12%

15%

4000

HB 2-20

35%

47%

13%

6%

150000

A silvergrey alpaca is black, and a rosegrey alpaca is dark
mahogany brown (ie dark bay) as the base colour. Classic
grey on a fawn colour base may show up as a white faced
fawn roan or rosegrey. The clumping effect of the grey gene
also often produces blue or partial blue eyes in greys. Note
again this is not” blue” pigment, it is simply the effect of
clumping the black pigment together altering the light
reflection.
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Table 2 shows the production of grey progeny from various
matings. Only 3% of all matings are between two greys,
which produce approximately 63% grey progeny. A further
10% of matings between a grey and a non-grey produce 30%
grey progeny, and matings between non-greys produce less
than 2% greys, with one exception. These are the combined
results of 20 herd books and approximately 150,000
registered matings, and they are consistent between herd
books.

3 greys: 1 non grey or 75% grey. The greys would have the
genotypes of 1 being homozygous for grey and 2 being
heterozygous, making up the 3 greys. Normally for a simple
dominant allele in homozygous form only one dominant
allele of the pair is active, even though both alleles present
in the genotype are dominant. However the grey x grey
mating results consistently show that they only produce
approximately 2 greys: 1 non grey. In my opinion this is
because the grey allele is a partial lethal gene, meaning that
both dominant alleles are active in homozygous form.
If the diluting gene which produces the grey pattern is a Pigment is present in other systems besides the hair, and
simple dominant allele, then mating two greys both the alterations in these systems may be too severe to allow
heterozygous for this allele should produce greys in the ratio. the homozygous embryo to survive.

TABLE 2

PROGENY COLOURS

MATING

WHITE

BAY

BLACK

GREY

% MATINGS

GXG

1.5%

22%

12%

64%

3%

G X NG

10.5%

43%

15%

31%

10%

NG x NG

37%

48%

12%

1.6%

87%

W X Blk

8.5%

72%

11%

8.3%

2.5%

G X Blk

4%

70%

33%

43%

2.5%

HB 2-20

35%

47%

13%

6%

0

Grey in alpacas has striking similarities to the merle condition
seen in dogs. Blue merles are heterozygous, and in the dog
world they are not (or should not) be mated together, to
avoid the production of homozygous merle pups, which are
usually nearly all white, blue eyed, deaf, or with other
problems. We don’t see this effect in mating two greys, as
they produce less than 2% white progeny overall, nor do we
get numbers of dead or defective grey crias being born. If
the homozygous condition is so severe that the embryo is
lost very early in pregnancy, then a grey female may be more
prone to losing a pregnancy when mated to a grey male.
Black x grey matings should overcome this problem, if it
exists. Note that there is no colour/sex bias, ie a mating
between a grey male and a black female is exactly the same
colourwise, as a mating between a black male and a grey
female.
If homozygous grey exists, then the only way to prove that
a male was homozygous for grey, would be to mate him to
large numbers of black females and see if he produced 100%
grey crias. Since black x grey matings produce approximately
42% grey crias, it seems unlikely that there are homozygous
greys.
Blue eyed White
No discussion of grey breeding can be considered complete
without including the issue of blue eyed whites. Note there
is no single “bew deaf” gene. In my opinion, most
pinkfooted, blackeyed white alpacas are very dilute fawns,
or have multiple white spotting genes, or a combination.
Mating results for white x grey show that 25% of the progeny
are white. These crias will almost certainly be blue eyed
whites, as the combination of grey dilute and other diluting
and/or whitespotting genes overwhelms the pigment
system. They are not homozygous for grey, but represent
the most extreme viable form of grey.
Bews are deaf, because the pigment granules in the hairs of
the inner ear have been clumped and/or reduced, and this
affects the transmission of sound waves. The deafness is not
due to eg genetic nerve degeneration.
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Bews are in general fertile, and usually have no more
problems in mating and pregnancies than other colours.
However, they are deaf, and in order to reduce the number
of bews in the national herd, any bew being used for mating
should be mated to full black. The aim is to get a coloured
cria, which may be grey or multi, but more importantly it will
not be deaf, because the pigment system has been restored.
The cria can then be mated on into its colour group. Breeders
should actively avoid doing white x grey matings, or grey x
very whitespotted mates, as these are the matings most
likely to result in a bew. Any mating between any other
colours which inadvertently produces a bew should not be
repeated. Note also that most bews come through the white
herd, and the presence of actual grey in their background is
likely to be too far back to be easily traced, if at all.
From the mating results, white x black although only about
2% of all matings, produces about 8% grey progeny, and is
the only nongrey mating that does so. This is a clear
indication that the white parents in these particular matings
are in fact bews, since the grey cannot come from the black
mate. (The exception would be a blackheaded roan, which
would most likely be registered at birth, as full black.) It is
worth noting that one of the most successful foundation
white males with over 100 matings to his name, produced
20% grey crias mostly over darker females. He was in fact a
bew, although it was not an issue at the time. He had several
white sons who were also bews, (by their mating results)
and those males are very likely to be present in the
background of many greys today.

Conclusions
It must be clearly understood that grey progeny can only be
produced, when at least one of the parents is carrying the
dominant gene, but the expression of the gene depends on
whether the colour base is dark enough to show it up. If two
non-grey parents produce a grey cria, then at least one of
them must be carrying for the gene, however unlikely that
may seem (always assuming of course that they are the
actual parents).
Grey x grey matings will produce the highest number of grey
progeny. However, grey x black is also a useful mating, and
grey breeders would be well advised to have a black male
on hand, to overcome the possibility of grey females slipping
pregnancies too often to grey males. Other colours may
produce greys but in very low numbers, usually because the
colour base is much lighter. Grey x white or mostly white
mates should be avoided by all breeders as these matings
are more likely to produce a deaf bew. The main
consideration if using a bew for breeding, should be to mate
to black and produce a hearing, coloured cria.
References
Paul, Elizabeth- “The Alpaca Colour Key” - 2011
Kainos Publishing Co.
All photos courtesy of Arcadian Alpacas
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Take the Guess Work out of Breeding Greys
Shades of Alpaca Grey:
a genetic tool to identify classic grey alpacas
By Dr. Kylie Munyard B.Sc. (Hons) PhD - First published 2018
School of Biomedical Sciences, Curtin Health Innovation Research Institute, Curtin University, Australia
K.Munyard@curtin.edu.au

Grey is a popular pattern in alpacas, for many reasons, but can be controversial due to the huge diversity seen in the
pattern. So that we are all “on the same page” with terminology, first of all we need to be clear that “grey” is a pattern,
not a colour. The grey pattern can occur over any base colour. When the base colour is black the combination is
described as silver-grey, and ny other base colour produces rose-grey. Roan is another pattern often mistaken for grey,
and is called “modern grey” in the US. Therefore, to (hopefully!) avoid confusion, I call the pattern that causes silver- or
rose- grey “classic grey”.
Late last year Dr Samantha Brooks
(University of Florida) and I set out to try
to find the genetic cause of classic grey
in alpacas; funded by the Morris Animal
DNA Extraction
Foundation, the Alpaca Research
from blood
Foundation & Curtin University. We
started by examining what was already
known about he pattern. Four main
pieces of information emerged;
1) An analysis of thousands of breeding
records by Elizabeth Paul led to the
conclusion that classic grey was
inherited as an incomplete dominant (an
animal only needs one copy of the
mutation to have the classic grey
pattern), and that no “pure breeding”
classic greys had ever been recorded, so
that having two copies of the mutation
for classic grey was probably lethal.
2) The production of classic grey cria
from one white and one solid parent
meant that the classic grey pattern was
present in at least some white/ light
fawn animals, but wasn’t able to be
seen.

●

●
●

DNA
Sequencing

●

Blood collection from families of alpacas with different
versions of grey pattern
DNA extraction

Whole genome sequencing
Create a genome version specific to each of the alpacas
Mark the position and details of important colour genes
on the genomes

●

Compare the genomes to find mutations that are only
present in the grey alpacas (these become our
‘candidates’)

●

Check if the candidate mutations are still useful in a
much larger group of unrelated animals from Australia,
New Zealand, America and Peru

Finding
Mutations

Confirmation

3) Elizabeth Paul’s breeding-record
analysis also showed that blue-eyedwhite (BEW) alpacas are probably
caused by one copy of the classic grey
mutation plus a copy of a white spotting
pattern like tuxedo.

●

Figure 1: The plan for finding the cause of classic grey in alpacas

3) Elizabeth Paul’s breeding-record analysis also showed
that blue-eyed-white (BEW) alpacas are probably
caused by one copy of the classic grey mutation plus a
copy of a white spotting pattern like tuxedo.
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Colour/
Pattern

#
Tested

Two copies
(%)

One copy
(%)

No copies
(%)

Black

61

0

1 (1.7)

60 (98.3)

Black & Tan

2

0

0

2 (100)

Tuxedo

9

0

2 (22.2)

7 (77.7)

Classic Grey

89

0

89 (100)

0 (0)

Roan

17

0

0

17 (100)

Brown

20

0

0

20 (100)

Bay

40

0

0

40 (100)

Chestnut

6

0

0

6 (100)

Fawn

89

0

12 (13.4)

77 (86.6)

White

152

0

14 (9.2)

138 (90.8)

BEW

9

0

9 (100)

0 (0)

Total

494

0

127 (25.7)

367 (74.3)

TABLE 1: The mutation status and colours of the animals checked for the classic grey mutation
4) A few years later, research by Drs Felicity Jackling and
Belinda Appleton showed that all BEW animals had one
copy of a specific genetic pattern they called BEW1, and
also a copy of a different specific genetic pattern called
BEW2. The vast majority of classic grey animals in the
study had BEW1. BEW1 & BEW2 were both near a gene
called KIT.
So, this information led Samantha and I to the conclusion
that the KIT gene was a good place to look for mutations
that caused or contributed to classic grey. Therefore, we
studied the sequence of the KIT gene in a group of alpacas
in detail. A brief outline of the experiment is shown in
figure 1.
We started with just six alpacas, three black and three
classic silver-grey. Lots of mutations were present (47 in
total), but only one had the characteristics that we were
searching for. That is; it wasn’t found in any of the black
animals, all of the classic grey animals had one normal
copy and one mutant copy, and it was predicted to change
the way the protein worked.
With the help of our Honours student Matt Jones, we then
developed a fast, accurate and cheap method to test for
this mutation. So far we have tested over 480 alpacas,
from multiple farms on four different continents. To our

complete surprise and great excitement, the mutation was
a perfect predictor for classic grey (Table 1).
So, what can we conclude from our research? Well, the
data strongly supports our conclusion that the mutation is
the cause for the classic grey phenotype in alpacas. Why?
Firstly, all classic grey alpacas tested had one copy of the
mutation, as was expected from the breeding data.
Secondly, all BEW alpacas had one copy of the mutation,
again as expected, based on the idea that BEW is caused
by a combination of a classic grey allele and a white
spotting allele. Third: the mutation was not found in any
animals with the roan pattern, indicating that roan is not
caused by the same mutation as classic grey, and is a
separate pattern rather than a variant of classic grey.
Finally, the absence of any animals with two copies of the
mutation supports the idea that two copies of the classic
grey mutation is lethal.
Approximately 10% of the 241 white and fawn animals we
tested had one copy of the classic grey mutation. These
are “cryptic grey” animals in which the base colour is not
dark enough to show the pattern, and this is the first time
that they have been able to be identified. The pedigree for
the cryptic grey animals, where available, was
investigated.
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Figure 2: Dark cryptic grey.
These pedigrees also supported our interpretation,
because the cryptic grey animals were shown to have
either: a classic grey parent/grandparent, or produced
classic grey offspring, where the other parent was
definitively non-classic grey. Perhaps the most unexpected
finding was that it’s possible to have cryptic classic greys
that are so dark that the pattern doesn’t show. Two of the
nine “tuxedo” animals were found to have one copy of the
mutation. When we re-examined photos of all of the
tuxedo animals, we realised that the ones that had a copy
of the classic grey mutation had a distinctly different
“look” compared to the others (Figure 2).
We also checked the colour of the parents, grandparents
etc. of all of the tuxedo animals, and only the two unusual
ones had any classic grey in their pedigrees. The single
black alpaca with the mutation was from Peru, and we
could not get any more samples, or re-examine the
animal, so we can’t rule out a sampling or recording error.

All of these alpacas
are grey

In summary, we have developed a fast, cheap, and reliable
way to assess whether an alpaca has the mutation for the
classic grey pattern, even when you can’t see that pattern.
This method will allow breeders to effectively select for, or
against, the classic grey pattern (and BEW), as desired. It
may even open up broader genetics for those wishing to
select for classic grey. It will also allow breeders who have
a “difficult to classify” grey to be sure if it is classic grey or
roan (or both!). Also, testing would reduce the incidence
of BEW animals, by reducing the chance of accidentally
mating a cryptic classic grey with a tuxedo.

Bibliography
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Grey

Products of interest

The Alpaca Colour Key
By Elizabeth Paul
The Alpaca Colour Key describes the inheritance of coat
colour in alpacas, which have the widest range of colours of
any fibre producing animal.
It contains notes on basic biology and genetics, fibre
structure and the pigmentation process.
The body of the book presents an explanation of the
fascinating colour patterns found in alpacas, including rarer
colour such as grey, blue eyed white and spotted patterns;
and the probable colour outcomes of matings between
alpacas of both the same and different colours.
Not easy to find in print anymore in Australia but well worth
making the effort to find. It is available online overseas
though - Google will help you out!

Soft Alpaca Toy - Silver Grey
Soft Alpaca Toy – Silver Grey
$25.00
DESCRIPTION
Soft Alpaca Toy – standing approx 25cm high.
Made in New Zealand.
Not made of 100% alpaca.
Available from www.kyonaalpacas.com
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Beautiful Websites
FOR
Beautiful Animals
A website today is the basis of most business marketing - a website helps you sell your alpacas and promote your stud
males to the widest audience possible. Are you missing out on potential buyers?
WE KNOW ALPACAS
Here at Oak Grove Graphics we understand what it takes to make a great alpaca stud website because we are alpaca
breeders just like you! In fact our own alpaca website is our only advertising for our alpacas, and it has enabled us to thrive
despite being geographically isolated from the main concentration of alpaca studs, it brings us regular clients from interstate
and even from Europe!
AFFORDABLE PRICES
We design the whole range of business marketing tools, we design custom logos, business cards, advertising and of course
web sites. We also designed this magazine and design the Camelid Connections magazines. Our prices are some of the
best you will find anywhere - contact us for a free no obligation quote & probably a bit of alpaca talk as well!
We make websites for all types of businesses and here are some examples of the diversity in style we offer. From self
maintained sites to we do it all for you options, we design sites that are attractive, functional and individual like you.

Websites from $695
Logos from $150
Advertising Design from $100

WEBSITES | LOGOS | ADVERTISING
www.oakgrovegraphics.com.au
EMAIL: julie@oakgrovegraphics.com.au | PHONE: 02 6493 2036
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Solid Grey

By Denise Moysey - Arcadian Alpacas

Not impossible, just ‘Invisible’!
A personal odyssey began for me in
1995, the quest to breed a solid grey
alpaca, but as sometimes occurs, when
it actually happened it came as a
complete surprise.
A lot of discussion has been had in recent years about
what is a true grey and what is a roan alpaca. Does an
alpaca need to exhibit the classic pattern of white face and
light tuxedo to be considered a true grey? Are roans just a
colour fault, are greys really just a type of multi anyway?

Even silver grey

Personally, I suspected that a large part of the discussion
problem stemmed from people’s failure to recognise that
grey and rose alpacas are really just roan variants. Alpacas
do not have grey like in horses, which are born a colour
and gradually grey and lighten with age (like human hair).
The white face and tuxedo of alpacas is simply a
pattern/marking gene and, although very commonly linked
with the grey and rose colouration in alpacas, I couldn’t
believe that it was required in order to produce grey. (NB
not all coloured alpacas with white fibres fit into the roan
category however, and a white fibre colour-fault does
occur, causing further confusion in the discussion).
Roan definition: (Wikipedia) Roan is a coat colour found in
many animals, notably horses, cattle and dogs. It is defined
generally as an even mixture of white and pigmented hairs
that does not grey out or fade as the animal ages,
therefore grey or rose alpacas fit this colour type. For
example the silvery greys are variants of blue roan ie,
basically black pigmented fibres with a varying % of white
fibres.

Dark-headed dark grey

A significant motivation for the pursuit of a ‘solid grey’ has
been my strong belief that with colour variation comes
change of fibre type and micron eg, the cream-shaded
fibre on vicuna fawns is significantly different to the fawn
saddle. Likewise, the white/light colour on the chest of
greys is different to the main fleece. Logically, the more
similar the colour, the more chance you have of similar
fleece qualities. Marks and colour variations are not
tolerated in other-coloured alpacas and they should not be
tolerated in greys either. Furthermore, in the event that
you did not get the expected grey progeny, but some
other colour, the likelihood of undesirable markings in that
animal is significantly reduced and the likelihood of solid
colour is increased.
Solid black roan
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Our luck has been to have two grey male bloodlines which
combine well to produce even–coloured greys. The cross
has also produced some dark grey animals with dark faces
and solid roans.
Then came April 9th, 2012. At sunrise, scanning the
birthing paddock through my binoculars, I could see that a
new cria had been born overnight and was up, walking
about amongst the girls, but, in the twilight of dawn, I
couldn’t make out the colour very well and it didn’t get
any more clear as I got closer. Or, more exactly, I couldn’t
believe what I thought I was seeing.
The cria had obviously not rolled about after its birth and
the birth membrane had dried and was still wrapped
tightly around its body like crisp tissue paper. For the first
time ever my initial action was not to lift the tail to find out
the sex of this new cria - it was to peel off the fine ‘paper’
in great excitement to discover what colour the
bodyfleece was, because the head, neck and legs
were evenly grey and, underneath that dried
membrane, so was the body! Only then did I lift
the tail, and, in another ‘first’ I was happy to
see that this cria was male! Welcome to the
world, Arcady Invisible.

At 10 weeks old

So there he was, our first solid grey alpaca. His
colour is so even, so unexpected and unusual in the Fleece
at 10 weeks
world of alpacas, that the general consensus from people
who have seen him is, quite simply, WOW!
It seems unlikely that he is the first or only one of a kind,
but he is most certainly very rare and we can only look
forward to the future, and his potential progeny, with
great anticipation.

PEDIGREE
Sire: Solid Black Roan
Grandsire: Even Light Grey

Granddam: Medium Grey with a couple of large
dark marks, white sclera, throws roan or solid
roan, not silvers.
Dam: Solid Black (not blue-black)
Grandsire: Rose Grey
Granddam: Solid White with coloured
background

If you want to further challenge your thoughts on alpaca
colour manifestations, consider the full sister to Invisible’s
SBLK roan sire.
She is a vicuna-shaded MBR roan with the classic white
face marking of a grey, but also with some colour on her
nose and white sclera in her eyes. She has already
produced one appaloosa cria and one varnish roan
patterned cria (also with white sclera) to the same SW sire.
2019 Update: Arcady Invisible now stands at stud at Sun Star
Alpacas in Germany and his first European crias are due soon.
Newborn Invisible
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HERD DISPERSAL
For sale from $850 - left to right:
Merrak KC GREY IAR 227385 - Paddock mated to Greenwood ICON (MG) IAR 192027 Due September 2019
Meadowvale Park PRINCESS LEIA IAR 217049 - Paddock mated to Greenwood ICON (MG) Due September 2019
Greenwood ELLIE MAY IAR 192039 (cria)
Manna-Gum Farm ELVYN IAR 215335 - Paddock mated to Greenwood ICON (MG) Due September 2019

Also available at right:
Follyfoot Farm Greenwood BABUSHKA IAR 211268
She is mated to Pengarook Knight Shadow and spitting off POS
This mating should produce an A Grade Show animal. Knight Shadow
has gone to 37 Shows with 37 1st place and 16 Best & Champ wins.
Her cria is Greenwood CheyeEtta IAR 192040
Sire Greenwood Icon IAR 192027

SOLD

ALL OFFERS CONSIDERED
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Grey alpacas have the most variations in colour
listed on the Australian Alpaca Association’s
colour chart guide.
When registering a grey cria with the AAA via the eAlpaca online herd management
system you are presented with the option to list firstly the colour as a solid, fancy,
tuxedo or appaloosa. Then you can select a colour or colours from the following
options light grey, medium grey, dark grey and rose grey.
As shown on the colour chart guide opposite, in addition to the light, medium and
dark grey options a rose grey can be one of three colour variations. Combine these
colour options with the potential for grey cria to present as a slightly or sometimes
much different colour of grey after their first shearing, and the breeder of grey
alpacas has a more complicated choice for registering their grey cria than any other
colour group.
When registering greys it’s also important to be aware that the outer tips of the
fleece like all colours can vary on young animals especially due to the effects of the
sun on the fibre which can lighten the exterior fleece to quite a degree.
When is a grey a roan? An alpaca is considered a roan instead of a grey when it has
a majority of one colour fibre with different coloured fibres scattered throughout,
whereas a grey is more an even mix of either black or fawn fibre mixed with another
colour of fleece.

Photos courtesy of Arcadian Alpacas
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“ The breeder of grey

alpacas has a more
complicated choice for
registering their grey
cria than any other
colour group.

“

Photo courtesy of Precision Alpaca
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From a grey alpaca breeder

By Susan Tyler - Morning Star Alpacas
(now Wirritin Alpacas)

What follows is the result of 24 years of
breeding greys and is practical, not
scientific. I'm sure that over time we will
know more and that what I have written
will be out-of-date.
BREEDING GREYS
Greys are pretty, with their faces framed in colour, each
distinct, and they are relatively rare. The colour is also
intriguing: greys seem to appear like magic out of matings
of other colours, while, on the other hand, when mated to
other greys they produce solid colours as well as greys.

grey to grey and have never produced a blue-eyed white
from them. It probably happens but would be rare. You may
produce blue-eyed whites if you breed together greys that
have all-blue eyes and also a multi pattern with ventral white.
The white faces, necks and legs on many greys are not
usually an indication of a multi pattern or tuxedo. They are
largely irrelevant in breeding greys or the solid base colour.
Blue-eyed whites are probably the result of having two white
patterns on the same animal. The absence of a pigment that
is also associated with nerves can make the animal deaf.
Greys are no more likely to be deaf than fawns. The only
greys more likely than solid colours to be deaf are those with
a multi pattern and also blue eyes. A small percentage of
alpacas are deaf to some degree no matter what the colour.

So, there is a surprising amount written about breeding grey
alpacas. But although there are no true-breeding greys, that The AAA recently defined tuxedo to include all multis or
does not mean breeding them is difficult.
fancies that are not appaloosas. Here, though, I will use it to
refer to the pattern of white somewhere on the face,
I think it is harder to breed blue-black without colour faults possibly the front of the neck, and on the lower legs below
or pure whites with no other coloured fibre than it is to the knee and hock. It is expressed more or less, and may be
breed greys.
restricted in expression to only a small dot of white on the
head or a foot.
The most important thing to note in breeding grey is that
greys have a base colour. You are first breeding that base GREY AND ROAN
colour. You are not breeding white with coloured fibres but
black or brown or fawn with white fibres.
The term "white-spotting pattern" refers to any white fibre

GREY, TUXEDO, MULTI, AND BLUE-EYED WHITE

distribution on a coloured coat. It includes genetically
managed white markings of all sorts, including grey, roan,
tuxedo, appaloosa, piebald, and extreme white piebald.

It is well known that greys pop up from matings using
blue-eyed whites, and greys often have blue or grey in their Theoretically, any coat of dark fibres with white fibres
eyes. However mating greys to greys does not produce regularly interspersed is roan. So it would be possible to call
blue-eyed whites. We have done a great many matings of all such alpacas roan and then describe them further.
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The terms are arbitrary and people have different ideas
about grey and roan. Here, to be clearest I will from now on
refer to "classic grey" as an animal with a significant
percentage of white fibres through the coat and a pattern
that shades to white on the face and usually front of neck. I
will use the term "modern grey" to refer to animals without
the shading to white on face and front of neck (these may
still have white markings) plus a high percentage of white
fibres through the coat so that they look grey on the outside.
I will use the term "roan" to refer to animals that look brown
or black or fawn but have a (lower than in a classic grey)
percentage of white fibres through their coats (these may
also have white markings) obvious only when the coat is
opened. It is sometimes hard to draw a line between roan
and solid with a colour fault. Many coloured animals have
at least a few white fibres or other colour fibres in their coats
by the time they are two.

I don't know whether the additional white fibres are
secondaries that get long enough to be visible over time or
are coloured fibres that turn white. In most grey fleeces most
white fibres are finer secondaries. To my knowledge there
is no grey fibre but only mixed white and coloured fibres.
Here is a photo of a sample of a first fleece showing the
amount of change that can occur. Spots also appear or
disappear.

Classic greys are usually darker at birth than they end up, as
you can see in these two photos below of the same animal
at one month and as an adult.

The amount of white on the face and neck can vary from
little to a lot but is still the same pattern.

Silver grey crias may look like tuxedo blacks at birth. We have
been hard-pressed to locate any white fibres in some and
don't know their true colour until after shearing. It is only
the fuzzy edges of the colour areas that make it clear they
are grey. The photos below show a girl soon after her birth,
before first shearing and after a later shearing.

Classic greys change from darker to lighter in their first two
years. Then when they are older, primary fibres, which are
mostly coloured, are longer and make the animal look
darker, but the fleece itself does not get darker.
Tips are often faded to red at birth or fade in the first few
Below is a grey shorn on the left, and on the right in fleece,
weeks; so many silver greys are registered as rose grey. Our
with dark primaries making her look darker.
soils are orange, so the animal on the right is stained. His
topknot is white, not orange.
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Their colour is shaded a bit over their bodies. For example,
you will often notice a change at the last rib from darker to
lighter, or a streak of darker colour or a small spot in this
area, as you can see in these photos of Platina, first as a cria
and then both sides.

They are often lighter on the edges of their hind legs and
hips. Classic greys often have spots. Patterns with darker
legs and with lighter legs are both common. Those above, In roans the white fibres are very fine and close to invisible
of Platina, show the paler legs, while that below on the left, on lighter colours. On dark colour they show up gradually,
of her daughter, shows the darker points.
most obviously first on the neck, which often turns a darker
shade, too. If white markings are present they are hardedged.

The classic grey pattern usually includes a darker cap on the
animal's head (although pale greys, often produced from
silver grey/rose grey matings, may be pale or white on their
heads (as Elysion Mercury is on right), with just a slightly
On paler animals it can be hard to distinguish a very pale
darker dot in the topknot.
rose grey from a roan or from a vicuna fawn or a multi.
On most classic greys the white areas fill in with colour to Sometimes it is clear after their first shearing, sometimes it
some extent as the animal ages. Some that start out with is clear at birth but not later, but other times the colour of
white faces and neck fronts end up grey throughout—a such animals remains puzzling, perhaps being more than one
colour.
lighter colour than the rest of their bodies, but not white.
Spots are normal on greys, as are patterns. Along with
patterns shading to dark or light on the legs, there are
patterns with white on the lower legs. This is common and
not something to worry about.

However, this sort of pattern below with ventral white is
actually a fancy pattern and grey, so be careful unless you
want it!
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The colour may be deep on the backline and become paler
further down the body. Darker roans may have still darker
base colour on their necks, heads, and legs, while their necks
tend to show roan first. The colour on their heads and necks
seems sometimes to darken over time. White markings on
the darker roans are hard-edged.

My observation doesn't bear this out. The white areas on a
classic grey are not sharply defined with permanent borders
as with a tuxedo coat.

The patterns of classic grey also are not those you would
expect of tuxedo. Classic grey has the half white neck and
full face pattern much more often than you would expect
I have little personal experience of either modern greys or from tuxedo and shows limited pattern much less often.
roans, so from here on I will be writing only about the classic
greys, clearly grey on the outside and shading toward white Generally, matings of classic grey to classic grey do not
on the face and usually the front of the neck.
produce tuxedo white markings more often than non-grey
to non-grey matings. Matings of classic grey to solid coloured
There are a great many colours of alpacas, far more than our do not produce non-grey tuxedo patterns more often than
list allows, and there are some rare and quite beautiful matings of solid colours to solid colours.
colours.
Random spots on the body of a dark coloured non-grey
animal, such as a white spot on the shoulder of a black
GREY PLUS TUXEDO EQUALS CLASSIC GREY?
animal, are not tuxedo markings and do not seem to be
One explanation of classic grey is that it is a combination of something to avoid in breeding for grey. Even clones have
grey/roan plus tuxedo pattern, with the genes so close that different markings. Small spots also appear or disappear.
they usually travel stuck together. Modern greys and roans
then are the result of the tuxedo component being missing Roans and modern greys may have different patterns, such
as the darker neck and head, combined with very smooth
in some animals.
colour over their barrels.

The white areas on a
classic grey are also not
really white but often
have coloured fibres, and
the colour may increase
with the animal's age.

Tuxedo can be anything from white face and front of
neck plus white socks to just a dot of white on the nose
or thin ringlets on the feet (as in the mother, on the
right). Interestingly, mating a tuxedo to a grey may
result in more white on the offspring, as in this case.
This female produced a wide variety of colours when
mated to different grey males.

If you mate an animal with white markings on face and feet
(even this small white spot on her face, not visible until she
was mature) to a classic grey there is a significant risk of
producing blue-eyed whites or tuxedos with a larger
percentage of white than the tuxedo parent. However this
may be an individual animal matter. Another female here
with much more white on her face produced solid black
regularly with grey males.

So I think of classic grey as a separate pattern. This, though,
does not explain how roans and modern greys appear from
time to time from grey/grey matings.
Eventually we will learn what is going on from the geneticists.

BREEDING CLASSIC GREY
It is possible that classic grey is homozygous lethal. This
would explain why greys do not breed true. This means that
all classic greys have one grey and one non-grey copy of a
gene, with the homozygous grey embryos lost, leaving one
third base colour offspring and two thirds grey. These losses
do not mean that you have stillborn crias or late abortions.
Mostly the losses would be early embryos, and the number
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of these losses would disappear in the normal luck of reliably "crypto greys". If you mate them to solid dark colours
breeding alpacas. I've heard that in ET, embryos from you will find out what they can do. We had one who made
grey/grey matings have a 10% greater chance of being lost greys well.
between 10 and 14 days.
In breeding to whites and light fawns you run into animals
In breeding classic grey it is sometimes advised to breed the who offer no genetic possibility of making dark colour and
grey to the desired base colour rather than to a grey in order into animals who carry some dilute factor. Many greys and
dark coloured animals with part Peruvian pedigrees carry
to avoid making blue-eyed whites or risking abortions.
dilute factor. When you add several doses together you end
We haven't had blue-eyed whites born from grey/grey up with a pale animal.
matings. We also don't seem to have misfortune more easily
with grey/grey matings than with base colour/grey matings. Breeding greys to whites or light fawns also risks making
base-colour coats with white markings. The whites and light
If you prefer to breed classic grey to base colour you should fawns may have markings you cannot see.
get around 50% classic grey and base colour rather than 66%
grey with mating grey to grey. Our figures for mating grey It is also an option to seek out pale animals with roaning,
to non-grey give about 50% grey progeny, but there are not striped or dark toenails, dark skin, or other characteristics
that suggest they are invisibly grey or carry dark colour.
enough results to be sure
However, there are problems with doing this. It is hard to
It is possible that blacks and bay browns from grey matings get back to your dark base colour, particularly to blue-black.
may produce grey at a higher rate than if from non-grey Mostly you will get more pale animals. Also, quality changes
with colour.
ancestry.
The particular pattern of your classic grey may influence
outcomes, but you won't really know this until you do a
number of matings. A number of grey stud males from white
matings have bold patterns with a lot of white on the legs.
This does not seem to be significant. On the other hand,
some "signature" markings may show up. One of our males
had a bit of fawn on the top of his back and we have had
crias with this; another of our males had some almost
invisible speckles on one hip. These also showed up on
offspring occasionally.
Altogether we have had about 2/3 grey from grey/grey
matings. Within this 2/3 I place a small number of very
obviously roan (or modern grey) animals and a few pale fawn
greys. Of the 1/3 who were not grey about 2% had white
markings on heads or below knees. Of the solid colour
progeny about a quarter had some roaning or speckles or
other colour inconsistencies. Many solid colour animals
without grey ancestry also have roaning, speckles, or colour
inconsistencies. I have not found that dark solid colour
animals with roaning produce grey better than those without
roaning, but the sample is too small to judge well.

Unless you are very lucky you do not get something halfway
in between your grey (or black) and your white (or light fawn)
in quality. The result will be different. It will be hard to judge
what the difference will be in advance. If it were easier or
more reliable to do this there would be more dark coloured
and grey animals winning championships at shows by now.
Instead, two decades have not produced many browns and
blacks and greys that compete at the same level as whites.
There is now not as great a difference as there used to be
between the best coloured animals and the whites and light
fawns, but it is still there.
Note that grey and black fleeces on full siblings will be
different. Over time you will likely find it easier to figure what
the difference means.

If you are going to experiment it is more advantageous to
use high quality light coloured females with grey males than
to use high quality light coloured males over grey females
because it is wise to conserve the rarer colour. Your silver
greys are also black base colour, so recessive, which means
it could take several generations to get back to your black
base colour. Doing this with grey and wanting both the dark
base colour and the grey makes it doubly hard. You are
IMPROVEMENT
inevitably going to produce fawn, because that may be the
It is often suggested to breed to white and pale colours in darkest colour in light coloured females, and you will also
order to improve the quality of the dark coloured animals. have to struggle against patterns and almost invisible
Since whites consistently win at shows over other colours, colours.
except for the palest fawn, it is alluring to use them. Breeding
white to grey you risk making blue-eyed white. This is not Light colours are epistatic to dark. So you will see the lightest
such an awful result—some prominent lineages go back to colour expressed. Certainly you can do this, but it will take
blue-eyed white females, and a number of well-known grey time and large numbers. You need to be able to keep your
males are out of blue-eyed white dams. BEWs are not fawns and wait for them in turn to have offspring, and so on.
popular, though, and you also do not know what colours
they carry until you have offspring. They are by no means
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Over time if you mate grey females to light colour males you
will have an increasing percentage of fawn and pale roan in
your herd, especially if you pick the "best" to go on with
regardless of colour.
If you have a small operation it might be wise to buy the
successful results of someone else's experiments!
If you want blue-black, red-brown with black points, browns
without shading to paler tints, cold silver grey, and genuinely
pink rose grey, then you need to keep in your herd the
animals who can make these colours, even if they are not
otherwise your best animals.
Improvement does continue even if using only greys and
dark colours.
At any rate, we have mated greys to greys and non-greys.
We ignored spots and markings and still ended up with a
good percentage of smooth coloured greys and solid nongreys. A white foot on a classic grey doesn't mean you will
get any white markings on base colour progeny. Matings of
grey to other colours seem more likely to produce patterns
and spots in your greys, while mating greys to greys over
several generations tends to produce somewhat smoother
colour, but there is not a lot in it. I don't know whether you
can breed for spotless colour successfully. Limiting the
breeding herd in that way leaves fewer animals of good
quality to use.

We paid attention to base colour and to grey. I had thought
that possibly pale greys, often from rose grey/silver grey
matings, bred to each other might reliably make more pale
grey, but they don't. Dark, medium, and light silver really
aren't much different in breeding, though to get dark grey
it helps to start with at least one dark grey parent. It is mostly
the base colour plus the grey that counts. A pale colour isn't
better in fleece because more like a white (instead the dark
primaries stand out). However, rose greys are likely to have
better fleeces than silver greys. The black fibres tend
(overall) to be stronger micron, and silver grey fleeces are
likely to be a little less fine and even than rose grey fleeces.
However, on any particular animal the darker shaded areas
may be softer. Spots on your greys may be quite different,
in fineness and even in length.
The base colour can be blue-black, fading black, brown, or
fawn. The easiest base colours to work with are black and
deep red-brown with black points. The hardest base colour
to work with is fawn.
If you have whites and light fawns and want to move to dark
colours and greys, I'd advise using a solid black or brown
male with grey in his background, then, if you want grey,
mate the solid colour progeny to grey. White fibres in the
male's coat are probably not significant, but you don't need
to avoid a male with them.
Such are my thoughts, if they are of any use to you.
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Alpaca Colour Genetics:
Mendel meets Molecular
By Dr Kylie Munyard B.Sc (hons), PHD - First published 2015

Over the past 7 years the team at the
Alpaca Molecular Research group at
Curtin University has been researching
the inheritance patterns and molecular
causes of colour in alpacas.
Using a combination of Mendelian genetics principles,
molecular genetics techniques, objective chemical analysis
of the fibre and observation of skin and nail colour we
have been able to arrive at a model that, we think,
describes most of the colour variation in alpacas. The
current nomenclature for alpaca colours contributes to the
confusion. One person’s fawn is another’s light brown, and
one person’s mid-brown is another’s red-brown. We
therefore also propose a new set of names for base colour
varieties that reflects the genetic basis of the colour.
Alpaca colour genetics can be broken down into two parts,
base colour and pattern. There are only two genes that
control the base colour of the animal, MC1R and agouti.
However, there are several genes that control the many
patterns that are possible (e.g. classic grey, roan, greying,
tuxedo, piebald, appaloosa, vicuna, dilution). Any base
colour can co-exist with any pattern, more than one
pattern, or none of the patterns.

Base Colour
The base colour in alpacas ranges from white to black,
through fawn and brown, with or without black on the
extremities. The base colour arises because the genes MC1R
and agouti work together in the pigment producing cells to
tell the cells what colour pigment to produce. Mammals can
only produce two types of pigment, yellow and black, and
all the variety of colour is produced by differing amounts and
locations of these two pigments.
Agouti variants are probably responsible for most colours in
alpacas. Our data suggests that agouti has four variants in
alpacas, each of which leads to a different colour outcome.
The difficulty in assigning an accurate colour classification
(that is, determining which agouti variant is present) is that
there is a range of colour intensity for each variant. The most
dominant agouti variant, ‘A’ produces white through to fawn
fibre.
The next most dominant variant, ‘Ab’ which we propose to
call ‘bay’ is characterised by a tan/brown body with black on
the extremities (the same as bay in horses). Next in the
hierarchy is ‘at’, which we propose to call ‘black & tan’. This
one produces a black body with tan on the undersides,
similar to a Doberman dog, and could be considered to be a
reverse of bay. Finally, the most recessive agouti variant is
‘a’.
An alpaca with only ‘a’ present will be black, and should
more correctly, from a scientific point of view, be called
recessive black. All animals with an Agouti base colour have
black skin regardless of the colour of their fibre. Because
each individual has two copies of its genome, each gene can
have up to two variants in a single animal. Therefore, these
four variants can occur in 10 different combinations, leading
to the huge range of different shades of base colour. The
use of the term ‘brown’ to describe any alpaca colour is very
misleading. From a scientific/genetic point of view, ‘brown’
describes a colour that is caused by a defect in black
pigment, which makes the black pigment look brown. Our
research has shown that the vast majority of alpacas
described as brown are actually different shades of yellow.
In fact we have not found ANY true brown alpacas, but we
haven’t tested them all, so we are being in cautious in saying
‘most’. The darker ‘brown’ alpacas are actually yellow with
differing amounts of black mixed in. We have shown that:.
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● White and fawn alpacas have only small amounts of the
yellow pigment, and negligible amounts of black pigment;
● Brown, dark brown and black brown alpacas have mixed
yellow and black pigment in different proportions, and
● Black alpacas have about the same amount of yellow
pigment as fawns, but have much more black pigment, so
that the black pigment masks the presence of the yellow
pigment.
● MC1R is a relatively simple gene, it either allows (via the
dominant wild-type variant 'E') or prevents (via the
recessive variant 'e') the production of black pigment. So,
agouti sets the base colour, then MC1R variants
determine if the black part of the agouti colour will be
allowed to occur or not. With white (AA) and fawn (AAb),
the fibre contains only negligible traces of black, so the
only visible effect of the preventative MC1R variant is on
the skin, this is how you get a pink-skinned white alpacas.
Preventative MC1R variants have a greater effect on bay
(AbAb), black-bay (Aba or Abat), black & tan (atat or Ata)
and black (aa) alpacas. Bay coloured alpacas become
chestnut (AbAb ee), just like in horses. Black-bay (Aba ee
or Abat ee) could be anything from chestnut to fawn in
colour.
Black, when accompanied by preventative MC1R variants
(aa ee), becomes chestnut through to white, depending on
how much yellow pigment was hidden by the black pigment.
All of these dark base outcomes are determined by how
much of the yellow pigment is present, the more yellow Patterns
pigment, the darker the fibre colour. These darker 'ee'
alpacas will have dark skin, but it will be only as dark as the All of the patterns in alpacas are caused by genes creating
a variation to the base colour. All of the pattern genes have
fibre, and will not be black.
a wild-type variant that does nothing, plus one or more
Nature has added a twist to this story. Some animals with variants that cause the pattern. Each alpaca will have two
pink skin (genetically) will develop black pigment as they age, copies of every pattern gene, this could be two wild-type
in response to sun exposure. So, it can be hard to tell if an (do nothing) variants, or one each of wild-type and patternolder animal has a) skin the same colour as its fibre, b) pink causing, or two pattern-causing copies. The patterns are
skin, or c) black skin. If we add the two MC1R variants, which classic grey, roan, greying, appaloosa, vicuna, tuxedo,
can occur in three different combinations, to the 10 agouti piebald, blue-eyed white and dilution.
variant combinations, we now get 30 different colour
outcomes possible from just these two genes. That is more
than enough to explain all of the normal base colours in
alpacas. Our research has identified the DNA signatures of
the two different MC1R variants, and two of the four agouti
variants.
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Silvergrey at rear, rosegrey at front, classic grey inset
Classic Grey (M)

pattern (Mm). In genetic terms it is an incomplete
dominant. Pedigree analysis by Elizabeth Paul has shown
that the presence of two copies of classic grey (MM) is
lethal at the embryo stage of development. Hence, you
don’t get any 'true breeding' classic greys. Our analysis of
pedigrees, combined with work done by Dr Belinda
Appleton suggest that there may be at least three different
classic grey variants, each of which produces a different
version of the pattern.

Silvergrey and rosegrey are the result of a single pattern
variant acting on different base colours. In our lab we call
this pattern classic grey and the gene symbol is 'M' (named
after the pattern 'merle' that it resembles) until the gene
identity is confirmed. Classic grey is used as a term as
opposed to simply 'grey' to differentiate it from the wellknown greying characteristic found in many other species
(and possibly in alpacas too). Silvergrey (aa E- Mm) is a
classic grey variant on a black base colour. Rosegrey is a
classic grey variant on any other base colour. This explains
the huge variety of different rosegreys that are seen. The
typical signs of a classic grey are that the neck and legs are
paler than the body, the body is a diluted version of the base
colour, and that the overall depth of colour of the animal
often increases with age. They also commonly have a pale
face, and a non-diluted bonnet of colour on the head. When
you examine the fibres under a microscope they are not a
mixture of white and black fibres, instead the fibres are
diluted to different degrees from white to the fully intense
base colour. Some classic greys have spots or patches of
undiluted fibre in random places. The classic grey variant is
easy to see on a dark background, but can be very hard to
see on a pale background, and impossible to see on a white.
Genetically one copy of the classic grey variant is required Silvergrey Suri
to be present to cause the classic grey
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Roan (Rn)

Appaloosa (Lp)

Roan is in many ways the reverse of classic grey pattern.
Roan animals have a diluted body with undiluted neck and
legs. Microscopic examination of the fibre shows that the
roan pattern is caused by a mixture of fully pigmented and
white fibres. In contrast to classic grey, a roan will get paler
with age, and the body may end up almost completely white.

Appaloosa is not, as most people think, a pale background
with coloured spots. It’s a dark background (what is
perceived as the spots) with pale spots (what is perceived
as the background). Appaloosa can also occur on top of any
base colour, and you can clearly see the bay base colour
distribution of black and yellow pigment in some
appaloosas. The pattern of inheritance has not been proven,
but it is probably dominant or incomplete dominant. That
is, one copy of the appaloosa variant is enough to cause the
pattern (Lplp), and two copies will cause the same pattern
(LpLp). Similar to all of the other patterns, appaloosa can’t
be seen on a white alpaca.

Roan animals are rarely born with the pattern showing, that
is, a black roan will be born black, and will develop the typical
dilution effect over time. The roan pattern can occur on top
of any base colour. Similar to classic grey, the roan pattern
is most easily seen on a dark background, and in our
experience, white and fawn roans may not even be
recognised as such. Roan is not the same as progressive
greying, although it can be hard to tell these two patterns
apart.
Roan is also an incomplete dominant. Only one roan variant
is needed to cause the pattern (Rnrn). However, preliminary
data suggests that when two roan variants are present the
pattern progresses more quickly, and is not lethal (in some
species homozygous roan is embryonic lethal). Breeders
wishing to get 'whiter than white' fibre could introduce the
roan pattern into their herd to remove any traces of pigment
from the fibre.

Appaloosa
Vicuna
Vicuna is an intriguing pattern. This is the pattern where a
fawn alpaca has white undersides with white extending onto
the body behind the front legs. We have not completed a
thorough analysis of this colour, and are hoping to do so as
soon as possible. Two hypotheses to explain this pattern are
currently under consideration. The first is that vicuna is a
separate pattern in its own right, and the second is that it is
simply a manifestation of the black & tan agouti base colour
with non-permissive MC1R variants.
Black Roan
Greying (G)
Age-related greying occurs in most species, and is caused by
the premature death of stem-cells in hair follicles. It is not
clear whether this kind of grey occurs in alpacas as a distinct
separate pattern, or if the milder forms of greying are a third
variant of the roan pattern. The physical attributes are
similar to roan, except for the differentiation of effect
between the body and legs. The inheritance pattern is
unknown.

Vicuna Colouring
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Tuxedo/Piebald
Animals with white patches are tuxedo or piebald. This is the
only pattern that is localised to specific regions of the body.
In effect the presence of a tuxedo or piebald variant leads
to white spots of varying number, size and shape. It is not
definitively known if tuxedo and piebald are caused by
different genes, or by different variants of the same gene.
It is also assumed that these two are distinct patterns.
However, the evidence suggests that the tuxedo pattern is
restricted to the head, neck and legs, while the piebald
pattern occurs on the body as well, and tends to cross the
dorsal mid-line. Both tuxedo and piebald are dominant, that
is, only one copy of the pattern variant needs to be present
to cause the white pattern. Therefore, in any mating where
one parent is white and the other is a solid colour and the
cria is tuxedo or piebald, it is probably the white parent that
has contributed the white spotting pattern. However, even
a tiny amount of white on a solid animal is an indication that
it is actually tuxedo or piebald.

Tuxedo Piebald Examples
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Blue-eyed white

We suggest that the names used to describe alpaca colours
should reflect the genetics of those colours, so that there is
Blue-eyed white (BEW) is the most controversial of all alpaca more effective communication and more precise records,
patterns. The evidence indicates that classic grey is strongly leading to higher predictability in breeding outcomes.
implicated in this pattern.
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NOTE: This article was written in 2015 prior to the follow
work outlined in the article on page 10 entitled:
Take the Guess Work out of Breeding Greys (2018)
Shades of Alpaca Grey: a genetic tool to identify classic grey
alpacas

BEW or Blue Eyed White
Dilution
The final pattern being discussed is not really a pattern at
all, but it does affect the base colour of the animal, so it fits
in this section. Our research has shown that animals with
the exact same gene variants present at A and E can be
different colours. For example, fawn versus dark fawn.
Therefore, there must be other genes acting to dilute out
the colour in a uniform way. These genes are known to occur
in other species, 'D' in dogs causes black to appear steel
grey, and brown (real genetic brown) to appear milk
chocolate coloured, and red to appear champagne. In horses
you see the very striking palomino and silver dilutions. Each
of these dog and horse dilutions is caused by a variant of a
single gene. We are currently analysing gigabases (i.e.
billions of bases) of alpaca RNA sequence to try to find a
gene or genes that have a similar effect in alpacas.
Summary
The colour of an alpaca is controlled by its genes.
If you evaluate colour in an objective way, you can usually
work out which genes, and which variants of those genes,
are creating the colour you see. If you also include
information about an animal’s parents and offspring, the
success in predicting colour will increase markedly. DNA
tests for these genes can be used to determine the genetic
potential (in terms of colour) of an animal, and therefore
allow a breeder to plan matings to produce (or not produce)
a particular colour.
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Lethality
of the Grey Gene in alpacas
By Elizabeth Paul - Erewhon Alpacas
A lethal gene is a dominant gene which is lethal in the
homozygous condition, meaning that an embryo with the
homozygous condition will either not be born, or will die at
birth. An example of this is roan in horses, where the roan
pattern is controlled by a dominant allele R. Roan horses
have the genotype Rr, and in a mating between two roans,
the expected normal Mendelian ratio of 3 roans to one
non-roan does not occur. The ratio is two roans to one
non-roan, ie only 66% roan instead of the expected 75%. In
studying breeding results, the 66% ratio is taken as an
indicator that the gene in question could be a homozygous
lethal.
AAA Database:
Grey in alpacas is the rarest colour recorded for the entire
Australian and New Zealand national herds in the AAA
database. Progeny results are recorded in the database .

In alpacas, the gene which produces grey is a dominant
gene, but it is not a colour gene. It is a pattern and diluting
gene. It overlays the base colour to produce the typical
white face, neck and legs of a grey, but it needs a dark
colour base to clearly express the diluting effect. The base
colours are black, which produces silvergrey, and dark
brown or mahogany bay, which produces rosegrey.

All alpacas registered in the database are not necessarily
all the alpacas born during that year. A cria can only be
registered in the database, if both of its parents are also
registered, and if the sire is also DNA certified. DNA
certification is not required for dams, unless there
happens to be a dispute over a cria’s parentage, or
nowadays for ET records.

Only about 11% of all matings recorded involve at least
one grey parent, which produce about 30% grey progeny
Lighter fawns with white faces can also be rosegrey, but
overall. Grey x grey matings are only about 2.5% of all
the diluting effect on the lighter base colour is lost. Most
matings recorded. They produce about 65% grey progeny,
typical greys therefore, should be considered as part of the with about 15% each of black and dark brown (bay) as the
dark colour herd.
non-grey components. Being essentially dark alpacas,
greys produce only very few lighter fawns and whites, and
this is consistent with the results of Dark x Dark matings in
Colour Chart:
the non-grey herd.
In the Australian colour registry, only the colour of the
blanket or saddle is considered when determining a grey.
‘Hidden’ Greys:
No mention is made of looking for white faces or legs. The
colour classifications are Light Grey, Medium Grey, Dark
I am fairly confident that most alpacas listed as grey,
Grey to encompass all shades of silver grey; plus Rose
actually do conform to the most typical appearance of
Grey and Roan which are now separate on the chart.
grey. Australia appears to have very few black headed
roans. The ones that I know of, (less than 10) were born
It must be clearly understood that grey progeny can only
and registered as black, and turned grey over more than
be produced, when at least one of the parents is carrying
12 months. The colour registration can be changed by the
the dominant gene. If two non-grey parents produce a
owner, but few people probably bother to do this. I would
grey pattern cria, then at least one of them must be
be almost certain that there are no black headed roan
carrying for the gene, however unlikely that seems.
males registered as stud sires in the AAA database. There
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are also a number of greys, which do not have the white
Grey Mating Results:
face, but which have grey fibre running through the fleece, Progeny Results of All G X G Matings = 1825
at birth. These would probably be mistaken for blacks, or
named as roans, if so they would be listed as RG/Roan
Grey
Brown
Black
Fawn
There would be a few more whitefaced fawns which are
possible rosegreys. These would really only be discovered,
if they were mated to dark colour and threw eg a
silvergrey. Up to now, most Australian breeders would
have registered a white faced fawn as Fawn or W/Fawn, or
Fancy, because of the emphasis placed on solid colours.
The sire of my own silvergrey sire, is a streaky fawn, most
probably a fawn rosegrey. The dam of my sire is solid dark
mahogany, and could not have passed on the grey pattern.

White

1169

272

286

55

43

64%

15%

15.6%

3%

2.3%

However, because of perceived errors with rosegreys in
the database, I have also included the mating results for
only silver greys (listed in our database as LG, MG and
DG). Most silvergrey alpacas in Australia/NZ would be
classified as MG.

Production of grey crias from the non-grey herd, is
extremely low, less than 5% of progeny, except for matings Progeny Results of SG x SG Matings only = 527
between White, and Black or dark brown, which give up to
7% grey progeny. The whites in these matings are almost
Grey
Brown
Black
Fawn
certainly blue-eyed whites, as there is a very strong
connection between blue-eyed whites and greys.
342
43
127
7
64.8%

8%

24%

1.3%

White
9
1.7%

If both greys are true silver grey, ie black based, then we
would not expect brown crias. However, some of these
silvergreys could be very pale lavender rosegreys, and
some are no doubt grey on black bay, giving a silver grey
with dark brown underbelly, rather than a silver grey
based on blue black. These could account for some of the
brown progeny.
Greys produce very few fawn cria, because they are
essentially dark. From the herd book results, darks are
very unlikely to produce lighter fawns or whites. However,
some of the lighter or fawn rosegreys, could produce solid
fawn because their colour base is fawn rather than dark. I
have not been positively told of two typical greys
producing a blue eyed white cria.
These results indicate that something must be affecting
the production of greys from grey x grey matings, and the
most likely reason is that grey is in fact a homozygous
lethal. Grey mated away from grey, generally produces
less than 50% grey, indicating that greys are heterozygous.
I have included the sex bias on progeny results, to
illustrate that breeders are more likely to register males in
equal numbers, from grey x grey matings, than from other
colours.
Sex Bias

Males

Females

All X All

35%

65%

Grey X Grey

47%

53%
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